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Teaching Legal Research

The Next Generation of Le
by Gayle Lynn-Nelson
egal research training exists at all
levels: from incoming associates to
old-time partners and of counsel.
However, I’d like to focus on the younger
learners for now. And I’d like to explore
two main issues:
(1) We teach to different generations,
with different likes, dislikes,
learning styles, and ways to process
information. I will look at only the
younger two generations and how
they like to learn and how we can
teach them.
(2) I will show how to teach, using
concrete examples of practical
programs you can use immediately.

L

with knowledge) and keep it as brief as
possible. Then get back to interactive
learning. Xers are not worried about
putting their reputations on the line.
They’ll jump in and try something, even
at the cost of looking clumsy in front of
others.
Xers respond best to training materials
with fewer words than those designed for
older generations. They don’t need as much
as their older—or younger—colleagues
and are attracted to pages that provide lots
of visual stimulation, such as headlines,
subheads, quotes, graphics, and lists.
Take a look at magazines like Spin and
Fast Company to see what I mean.

Generation X

Millennial Generation

GenX (born 1960-1980) are your younger
partners, senior associates, and associates.
They are not so attracted to classroom
interaction, unlike veterans/silents (born
1922-1943) and boomers (born 19431960).
These groups of learners like
interaction, activity, and multi-tasking.
They are non-linear and love multimedia.
You should consider using CDs, videos,
and computer-based training (CBT) with
GenX. Try to use a multi-style level of
teaching and make it fun-filled learning.
The more you can relate what you do to
personal skill development and increased
personal marketability, the better.
Ideal trainers for GenX must be
proficient on the subject and must get right
to the material. You need to demonstrate
your expertise. Respect has to be earned.
This group is highly motivated and will
ask lots of questions and want interaction.
Set them on a course and then leave them
generally alone to see where it will take
them, giving them opportunity to sample
and learn by doing. This is not easy for us
librarians, as we are service oriented, but it
is essential if you want to succeed with this
group of learners.
You cannot put enough role play into
training programs geared to Xers. They
want to get involved with what they learn,
experiment with it, and get feedback. If
theory is required, try to edutain (entertain

The incoming summer associates are of the
Millennial generation (born 1980-2000).
This is a powerful generation that has a
holistic perspective, anticipates needed
change, and has the flexibility to adapt
to changing circumstances.
They are difficult to intimidate and
free of fear. Failure does not frighten them.
This generation has the strongest
affinity to their World War II-era grandparents and great-grandparents. They
subscribe to a stricter moral code, care
about manners, and believe in civic action.
They will need more supervision and
structure than their Xer predecessors. They
will look for more attention and structure
from the authority figure.
Their preferred learning environment
combines personal challenge (like Xers),
teamwork (like boomers), and technology.
In a training room with lots of
Millennials, give everyone a task. When a
few have completed it, encourage them to
walk around the room and help others.
The ideal Millennial trainer is an
experienced mentor. Millennials appreciate
a teacher who is able to give attention and
structure to the material.
They respond well to authority figures
and respect qualifications and expertise. Be
non-linear and use extensive multi-media
(see how this works well with boomers,
Xers, and Millennials). Use many different
techniques to get a point across. Let them
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know the practical benefit of what they
learn, and do it at the start.
Millennials are motivated to learn skills
and information that will help make their
working lives less stressful and will move
them closer to achieving personal potential
and passions in the workplace.
Like Xers, Millennials prefer training
activities that are entertaining in themselves.
Training materials that suit them are lively
and varied. Printed materials should have
the same multiple focal points as the
materials targeted at Xers, with one
exception; Millennials are readers, so include
reprints of articles, written backup
information, and lots of links to Web pages.
Make blogs, iPods, and video games
part of your teaching. Learn how to accept
divided attention spans.

Designing a Lesson Plan
Before designing teaching programs or
lesson plans, ask yourself the following
questions.
(1) How do my learners process
information? Make an attempt to
understand how each person (or generation)
likes to learn and learns best.
(2) How should you train adults? It is
not the same as training children, especially
the adults we deal with. They are highly
educated and think they are highly
sophisticated.

12:02 PM

(3) How should you structure training
sessions? Do you have different generations
in one session?
(4) What are the mental skills and
cognitive strategies required for effective
and efficient learning?
(5) Examine the four major types
of training: receptive, directive, guided
discovery, and exploratory.
• Receptive—falls into the telling mode.
• Directive—is like the US Army
infantry slogan, “follow me.”
• Guided Discovery—control is shared
between the learner and the trainer
and is generally case-based, where
the learners immediately plunge into
cases, scenarios, or problems.
• Exploratory—here we build and
organize a rich learning and
informational environment for the
learner and then truly get out of their
way. The learners are in control.
All of these training types have a place
in teaching, but the receptive approach is
the most frequently used method—and
it should be the least often employed.
Essentially, receptive training is just telling,
and telling ain’t training.
Directive learning provides the trainer
and the organization with the greatest
control. The side effect is decreased learner
initiative and more narrow learning
potential.

Treasury Bill

SEC form required when there is a
material event. Often used for
important press releases.

First Tile Played

Domino Effect

8-K
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No Action Letter

Response letter issued by the SEC
to confirm that no action will be
taken against an entity.
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Guided discovery is an excellent,
balanced training approach for encouraging
learner initiative under safe conditions.
Learning results are usually stronger and
more fluid (for example, transfer to a
broader range of situations). Learning results
are less predictable, and learning time may
increase.
Exploratory learning is powerful for
sophisticated, capable learners. It allows for
greater individualization and personalization
of learning. However, it requires sufficient
resources, decreases trainer control, and is
unpredictable in terms of specific outcomes.
My recommendation: Use the receptive
type very seldom. Focus on the other three.
Mix and match your approaches to fit the
needs of the varying learners and situations.
Above all, keep the training active.

Practical Activities
All of the information discussed so far helps
us better understand our learners and guide
us in planning, developing, and organizing
our training, whether face-to-face or virtual.
However, what I really want to discuss
are concrete training activities that can be
immediately applied—today—to make your
sessions spring to life. You can use some
down-to-earth practical activities that
engage learners and dramatically transform
telling into training.
Imagine classrooms that incorporate
more videos and video games; classes that
meet electronically to fit students’ schedules;
students who choose to learn from each
other rather than from a professor; and
courseware, search engines, and library
databases that are animated, image-based,
and interactive.
Our new generation of learners, the
Millennials and, to an extent, the GenXers,
have no brand loyalty and accept as their
rights the ability to make choices and
customize the things they choose. They are
more educated than their parents and expect
to make more money.
One thing we can do that they like is
provide group study. It is very popular
because when they were in grade school,
this generation was pushed to collaborate.
Collaboration is both in-person and virtual.
We have to do the same thing.
Today many professors that used to be
considered par excellence for their engaging
lectures are now described by students as
“sooo boring.” As you know, our new crop
of associates/students have a very short
attention span, in part because of the
media that teachers and parents encouraged
them to spend their time with, and in part
because they have not been taught to have
longer attention spans.
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Facts-in-Five
Labor and
Employment

Tax

Corporate

Real Estate

Litigation

E

ERISA

Exposure Draft

8-K

Easement

Evidence

R

Remedies

Revenue Procedure

Registration
Statement

Restrictive Covenant

Rules of Procedure

W

Whistleblower

Withholding

White Collar Crime

Water Rights

Witness

S

Sexual Harassment

SOP: Statement
of Position

Surety

Subdivisions

Service of Process

P

Pension Benefits

PCAOB

PIPE

Property

Pleadings

So, how can we engage this new
class/breed of learner and still get our
messages across? Let’s explore some ways
we can approach teaching and guiding.
• Use pop-culture.
• Give lots of individual attention.
• Use your most exciting material
in short lectures (15-20 minutes).
• Use bullet points when giving
information.
• Use plenty of graphics and white
space.
• Give lots of activities with several
steps.
• Use the most up-to-date technology
and references available.
• Tie program goals in with economic
gain—this is really important in the
law firm setting.
• Get creative or allow students to be
creative with presentations, etc.
• Give reading materials for lectures
or supplementation information.

One half of the card will have a term; the
other half will have a definition. Playing in
teams and pairs, the associates will find it
easier to learn the large number of novel
terms and their meanings. And, hey, it’s also
fun. If you have a good relationship with
your IT department, or if you have someone
on your staff that is good at creating things
on the computer, you can also design a
computer-based version with which they can
play against the computer or another person.
Facts-in-Five. This game also comes
from Stilovitch’s Telling Ain’t Training.
In the game, participants receive a card
with a five-by-five matrix that has different
categories along the columns and different
letters of the alphabet along the rows.
Players fill each cell of the matrix with a
key word beginning with the specified letter
that fits the appropriate category. Players’
words score extra points for originality.
(See above.)

The activity is typically used with a
specific content area (for example, computer
technology, labor and employment, tax,
etc.), which limits the types of key words
that may be used.
Jeopardy. Just as in the television game,
you present learners with answers, solutions,
or even output (both good and bad).
The learners have to come up with the
appropriate questions. This activity can
be timed, can have increasing levels of
difficulty, or can be scored. (See below.)
Whatever you try, remember it is
different for you and exciting for the learner.
Have fun with it and make your session
spring to life. ■

Gayle Lynn-Nelson (gayle.lynn-nelson@
lexisnexis.com) is senior lead of LexisNexis’
Librarian Relations Group in New York.

Sample Activities
Here are some possible activities you can try:
Domino Effect. This game, from Telling
Ain’t Training by Harold Stilovitch, consists
of a stack of 20-30 domino-type cards. The
instructor creates cards that have a term on
one end and the definition for another term
on the other end. The game is played using
rules for Dominoes, except that a player
must lay a term against its definition or
vice versa. (See page 10.)
For example, if you have a group
of associates working in a corporate
department, you want to train them on the
different securities issues they might work
with and the vocabulary they will encounter.
What makes the learning challenging is the
use of acronyms and the CCH Federal
Securities Law Reporter loose-leaf set, which
of course they are not used to.

Bridge the Gap Jeopardy
Reference
Techniques

Caselaw

Statutes

Administrative
Resources

Secondary
Sources

$100

$100

$100

$100

$100

$200

$200

$200

$200

$200

$300

$300

$300

$300

$300
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